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Abstract—Existential sentences are very distinctive 

sentences in Chinese. Existential sentences are often used for 

the portrayal of portraits, the description of scenes, the 

introduction of the environment, etc. This is a very common 

sentence in Chinese. There is no such sentence in Uyghur. 

Correct understanding of the existing sentences in Chinese, 

and positive indeed translated into Uighur is a problem that 

translators must pay attention to and solve, so the 

correspondence between Chinese existential sentences in 

Uyghur expression research is particularly important. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The present sentence is a very distinctive sentence in 
Chinese. From the content, the existing sentence is the 
existence, appearance, disappearance, and change of the 
sentence; from the structural point of view, the basic 
structure of the existing sentence is: the word or time word + 
verb + noun; from the pragmatic point of view, the present 
sentence is mainly description, which is used to describe the 
scene, to illustrate the building, to portray the portrait. The 
existential sentences in Chinese are commonly used in 
novels, dramas, prose, and poetry. Therefore, we can say that 
the existential sentence is a special and commonly used 
sentence pattern in Chinese. There is no existing sentence in 
Uyghur. How to correctly understand and translate the 
present sentence in Chinese is a difficult and important work.  

II. THE USE OF EXISTING SENTENCES IN CHINESE 

In terms of pragmatics, the existing sentences are mostly 
used for the description of scenes, the portrayal of portraits, 
the introduction and description of the environment and 
buildings, and can also provide clues to the development of 
the story, so there are far more existing sentences in the 
literary style. Existential sentences used in transactional 
styles, scientific and technical styles, and political styles. The 
existential sentences in drama, prose, and poetry are more 
than the existential sentences in the novel.  "The Book of 
Songs", "The Romance of the Three Kingdoms", "Dream of 
Red Mansions" and other ancient literary masterpieces and 
modern, many modern works, you can find many existing 
sentences. Such as: 

(1) The mountain has a pivot and there is a ripple. ("Book 
of Songs · Tang Feng") 

ك لى كەن ياغاچ تى ارى نى ق اغ الر، ت اپ اق ق ياغاچ ئ ارى  ق
دا مان وي سەر ئ ۆ  ئ

(2) A flash of people flashed behind the mountain. (Luo 
Guanzhong, The Romance of the Three Kingdoms) 

دى اغ كەل ن ت دى سى ارى ر ئ وپ بى كەر ت ش سۈرەن لە ان -  چۇق
چە نى ۆتەرگى پ ك قى  چى

(3) On the left wall, the old paintings attached to the New 
Year's Eve are already broken. (Cao Wei, "Thunderstorm") 

دى كەنى وڭ كەت كى ئ تى امغا تەرەپ ڭ ت نى دا چاغان دى ال  ئ
غان دى الي ا چاپ ون م ك سى غان رە الن ۇپ، چاپ ول ۇ ب ڭ ب نى م سى  رە
كى ۋەرى پ ۋەت قى  .چى

It can be seen that the existential sentences in Chinese are 
a very common sentence pattern, especially in the literary 
and artistic styles. As a very distinctive sentence in modern 
Chinese, the existing sentence occupies a considerable 
proportion in Chinese sentences.  

III. THE SEMANTIC TYPE OF THE EXISTING SENTENCE 

AND ITS TRANSLATION IN UYGHUR 

Existential sentences can be divided into existential 
sentences and implicit sentences. An existent sentence is a 
sentence that indicates what person or thing exists. This 
semantic requirement requires that the verb in the existing 
sentence should be continuous and not an instant response. 
We can divide the existential sentences into five types: 

 The verb is followed by the existence sentence of 
"over" 

(4)  A picture was hung on the wall. امغا رى ت گى ل  ئى
ر ارچە بى م پ سى غانئ رە ل سى  ې

 The verb is followed by the existence sentence of "着" 

(5)  The address is written on the envelope. تى ۇرات  ت
قا رت ۋې ون س ك ادرى ق ئ لى ق ېزى   ي

 The existence sentence with "yes" as a verb 

(6)  Under the lamp is a wrinkled face. دى ۆرۈن راق ك  چى
دا قى ورى ڭ ي ۇنى قان ورۇقق ئ س ا ۈزى ب   ي
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 Existence of verbs with "有" as a verb 

(7)  There is a temple in the mountain. ار اغدا ب  ت
ا خان ۇت رب  بى

 Some nouns can also be used as existential sentences 

(8)  A row of poplar trees in front. سى كى زدى مى دى ال  ئ
ان پاي كەن بى اق كەت ك ئ لى ېرەك  ت

A faint sentence is a sentence that indicates where or 
what appears or disappears. According to the meaning of 
sentences, we can divide the hidden sentences into five 
categories: 

 One class is a faint sentence that appears, and these 
sentences are divided into three subcategories: 

1) Verb + 

(9) Yesterday, the family came to the guest. دى  كەل
ۈن ۈگ ۆن ە ت زگ مى ۆيى   مېھمان ئ

2) Compound trend verbs 

(10) Two women downstairs. دى ن كەل دى تى س ۈ كى ئ ك  ئى
ال اي شۈپ ئ  چۈ

3) Moving + single trend verb 

(11)  A child was running in front. دى ال ن ئ تى ر تەرەپ  بى
ال ا رەپ ب ۈگ دى ي  .كەل

 The second is the implicit sentence that indicates 
disappearance 

(12) A group of guests walked through the hotel next 
door. كى دى ان دا ي خانى غان مېھمان ون لى ق ۆپ خې  مېھمان ك
پ تى ې تۇ ك اپ  ق

 The implicit sentence that represents the change 

(13) He changed his body to a new suit. ۇ ڭى ئ ې  ي
يۇم ت س ا ۋاپ ك يى ۇكى  ت

 Implied sentence of increase or decrease 

(14) There are a few more books in the bag. دى شۇل و  ق
كامغا سوم لى  ۆپ خې تاب ك   كى

 A hidden sentence indicating damage 

(15) A hole was broken in the hand. تى ۇم كەت ول  ق
پ نى لى  تى

It can be seen that there is a clear distinction between 
existential sentences and implicit sentences. The existence 
sentence indicates the sentence and the sentence of what 
person or thing, and its role is mainly description;the hidden 
sentence indicates where and when the person or thing 
appears or disappears, or the sentence that changes, the role 
is mainly narrative;a sentence indicates a continuous action, 
and a faint sentence indicates an instantaneous action.  

IV. TRANSLATION METHODS AND TECHNIQUES OF 

CHINESE EXISTENTIAL SENTENCES IN UYGHUR 

There is no such sentence in the Uyghur language, and it 
is difficult to translate the sentence patterns that are not in the 

language. The main function of the present sentence is to 
describe, the present sentence is used to describe the 
character, age, background and other information of the 
character. It can also reflect the particularity of buildings, 
scenes and scenes. These descriptions are extremely 
important for shaping characters and explaining things, even 
it can be said that these descriptions can reflect the author's 
writing ability and the artistic value of the work. Therefore, 
the translation of existing sentences needs our attention.  

In order to accurately express the ideas expressed by the 
original author, the target readers can better understand the 
different translation methods and techniques. We should 
adopt different translation methods and techniques.  

 Behind the translation of the existential sentence of 
"over" 

(16) A curtain of sapphire stone hangs at the entrance of 
the restaurant. رى گى ل ڭ ئى نى پۇزۇل ش ا گە ئ كى شى ۆك ئى  ك
ك لى ت رەڭ ە مەرۋايى غان پەرد ل سى ې  .ئ

(17) There was a big ship on the ferry. ۇ تە ب ك ېچى  ك
رى گى ل ال ئى لى ې ر چوڭ خ ېمە بى ا ر ك  .ب

(16) The words in the middle place are translated into 
nouns, the sentences are used as adverbials, the predicate 
verbs are translated into predicates, and the objects are 
translated into subjects;(17) the words in the middle of the 
words are translated into nouns, the sentences are used as 
adverbials, and the predicate verbs are translated into 
predicate, the object is translated into the subject.  

 The verb is followed by the translation of the 
existential sentence of "着" 

(18) The room was empty, but there was a piece of paper 
on the table. ۆي راق ئ قۇرۇق،بى ۇپ دە ق تەل س ۈ ر ئ  ۋاراق بى
تى قەغەز ۇرات  .ت

(19) There are many people sitting in the house, and there 
are many women. دە ۆي ادەم ئ ق ئ ۇپ، جى ول ڭ ب ۇالرنى لى ئ ې  خ
ى ۆپ ال ك اي دى ئ  .ئى

(18) The words in the middle of the word are translated 
into nouns, the sentences are adverbials, the objects are 
translated into subjects, and the predicate verbs are translated 
into predicates;(19) the words in the words are translated into 
nouns, the sentences are adverbials, and the objects are 
translated into the subject, the adjective in front of the object 
translates into a predicate, and omits the predicate verb in the 
original sentence.  

 Translation of existential sentences with "yes" as 
verbs 

(20)  Look, the front is the daily newspaper. ،اراڭ  ق
زدا مى دى ال نى ئ گى ۆرۈن ا ك تخان ېزى  .گ

(21)  The wall is a map of the world. امغا يا ت  دۇن
سى ت دى خەرى غانى ل سى ې  .ئ

(20) When the words in the middle of the place are 
translated into nouns, the adverbial, the predicate verbs are 
translated into verbs, the adverbials, and the objects are 
translated into predicates;(21) the words in the middle are 
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translated into nouns, as adverbials, and predicate verbs are 
translated into predicates. The object is translated into the 
subject.  

 Translation of existential sentences with "有" as a 
verb 

(22) Is there still so much now? مۇ؟ رمۇ ك ۆپ  ھازى
داق شۇن شالر مۇ  ئى

(23) There are dimples on her face, so her smile is extra 
sweet. ڭ ۇنى قى ئ نى ڭ زى ۇنى نى ئ سى كى ۈل ال ك چى ۆلەك  ب
ق لى ات تى ت تەت ۋې لى  . قى

(22) The middle time words are translated into time 
adverbs as adverbials, and the adjectives in front of the 
objects are translated into adjective predicates, while the 
predicate verbs in the original sentence are omitted, and the 
object is translated into the subject; (23) the words in the 
premises and the predicate verbs are omitted after translation. 
The object is translated into the subject.  

 Some noun-like sentences are translated when there is 
a sentence 

(24) A moonlight outside the window. نى رت سى اي   ئ
ۇرى پ ن تى ورى تى ي ۇرات  .ت

(25) A smile on his face. ن دى رايى كە چى ۈل پ ك غى ې  ي
تى ۇرات  .ت

(24) The words in the middle office are translated into 
objects, and the noun predicate is divided into two parts, 
which are subject and predicate respectively. (25) The words 
in the premises are translated into nouns, as adverbials, and 
the nouns are translated into two parts. As subject and 
predicate.  

 Verb + translation of the simplification of the form 

(26) After listening to this sentence, he clenched his fist 
and burst into tears in his eyes. ى ۇن الپ ب اڭ ڭ ئ ۇنى  ئ
رى لى تۇم ش ڭ مۇ ن چى دى ۆزى ۈپ،ك ۈل ۈگ ق ت سى س رى ئى لى ش ا  ي
دى ۈل ۆك  .ت

(27) A colorful rainbow appeared after the rain. 
ن امغۇردى ن ي يى ې سەن ك سەن-ھە تى ھۈ ق  .چى

(26) The words in the premises are translated into nouns, 
the sentences are adverbials, the predicate verbs are 
translated into predicates, the objects are translated into 
subjects, the time words in (27) are translated into time 
adverbs, the sentences are used as adverbials, and the 
predicate verbs are translated into predicate, the object is 
translated into the subject.  

 Translation of the simplification of the representation 
of the compound directional verb 

(28) After a long time, several people came out of the 
house. دى ن كەل دى لى ې ن خ دى ۆي ن،ئ يى ې لەن ك چەي رنەچ  بى
پ قى  .چى

(29) Upstairs, a middle-aged man with a pipe. 
ن دى تى س ۈ زا ئ غان غاڭ ۋال لى ش ر چى تۇرا بى وت ق ئ لى ش ا  ي
ادەم تى ئ ش  .چۈ

(28) The words in the premises are translated into nouns, 
the sentences are adverbials, the predicate verbs are 
translated into predicates, and the objects are translated into 
subjects;in (29) the words in the premises are translated into 
nouns, the sentences are adverbials, and the predicate verbs 
are translated. Into the predicate, the object is translated into 
the subject.  

 Translation of the sinister sentence appearing in the 
representation of the verb + single directional verb 

(30) Seeing this scene, she had a thought in her head. 
ى ۇن ۆرۈپ ب ڭ ك ۇنى غا ئ سى لى ال ر ك وي بى دى ئ  كەل

(31) The children’s silver bell-like laughter came from 
the class. ن تى پ نى سى ڭ  الرنى الى ۆمۈش ب تەك ك غۇراق وڭ  ق
كە ۈل اۋازى ك راپ ئ اڭ تى ي ۇرات  .ت

(30) The words in the middle place are translated into 
nouns, as adverbials, predicate verbs are translated into 
predicates, and objects are translated into subjects;in 31, the 
words in the premises are translated into nouns, the sentences 
are adverbials, and the predicate verbs are translated into 
predicates. The object is translated into the subject.  

 Translation of implicit sentences that indicate 
disappearance 

(32) I escaped a prisoner yesterday. ۈن ۈگ ۆن ر ت  بى
بۇس پ مەھ ېچى تۇ ق پ تى ې  ك

(33) A cow died at home. دى ال ن ق زدى مى الى سى ك ر  بى
ۈپ ۆل   ئ

The time words in (32) are translated into time adverbs, 
adverbials, predicate verbs translated into predicates, and 
objects translated into subjects;The words in the place in (33) 
are omitted, the predicate verbs are translated into predicates, 
and the object is used as the subject.  

 Translation of implicit sentences that represent 
changes 

(34) The next day, he changed a new brand on his neck. 
سى ڭ ئەتى ۇنى غا ئ نى وي ڭى ب ې تا ي اخ تى ت ش ما ال  .ئ

(35) After listening to her, she changed her face. ى ۇن  ب
الپ اڭ ڭ ئ ۇنى ى ئ راي ى چى ۆزگەرد  .ئ

(34) The words in the premises are translated into nouns, 
the sentences are adverbials, the predicate verbs are 
translated into predicates, and the objects are translated. In 
the subject;the words in (35) are omitted after translation, the 
predicate verb is used as the predicate, and the object is 
translated into the subject.  

 Translation of implicit sentences that indicate 
increase or decrease 

(36) After moving to a new home, a TV was added to the 
home. ڭى ې گە ي ۆي ن ئ دى كەن ۆچ ن ك يى ې ە ك زگ مى ۆيى ڭى ئ ې  ي
زور ۋى لى ې دۇق ت ۋال تى ې س  

(37) A lot of people are missing today. ۈن ۈگ ال ب لى ې  خ
ق ادەم جى تۇ ئ مەپ  .كەل
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(36) The words in the premises are translated into nouns, 
as adverbials, predicate verbs are translated into predicates, 
and objects are translated into objects;the time words in (37) 
are translated into time adverbs, adverbials, predicate verbs 
translated into predicates, and objects translated into subjects.  

 Translation of the implied sentence indicating 
damage 

(38) A hole has been broken in the clothes. How to fix it? 
ڭ نى م مى يى ر كى ېرى بى پ ي لى شى ې دى، ت ال دى ق داق ئەم ان  ق
ۇق؟ غۇل امى  ي

(39) Worse, the gums are stained with chewing gum. 
مۇ ازى غا ت م نى تى ش ر،ئى ز بى غى ې س پ  شى لى تۇ چاپ اپ  ق

The words in the place of (38) are translated into subjects, 
the predicate verbs are translated into predicates, and the 
objects are ignored after translation; (39)the words of the 
premises are translated into nouns, as adverbials, predicate 
verbs are translated into predicates, and objects are translated 
into subjects.  

The translation of the present-sentence sentences in 
Chinese into Uighur language has undergone great changes. 
There is no fixed format for translation. When translating, 
you should consider Uyghur expression habits, language 
environment, economic principles of language, etc., and use 
appropriate translation techniques flexibly, and do not stick 
to the original sentence patterns and expressions.  

V. CONCLUSION 

Chinese and Uyghur belong to two different types of 
languages. Although there are commonalities between 
different languages, there are also great differences. There is 
no existential sentence in Chinese in Uyghur language. It is 
difficult to translate the sentences that are not in Uyghur. 
Some translators play subjective action, skillfully use 
appropriate translation techniques, translate such present 
sentences, and translate well. From this perspective, although 
it is difficult, it can be overcome, untranslatable, and its 
remedies.  
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